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Xernon a rare gaseous element symbol Xe occur
ring in minute quantities in the atmosphere
discovered by Sir William Bamsay and M W
Travere in 1898 See Bara Gases
X Bays were discovered in 1885 by Professor
Bfintgen of Wnrzbure while experimenting
with a Crookes vacuum tube when the fact
was accidentally revealed that a photographic
plate contained in a dark box and exposed to
its rays was affected To the X rays the box
was transparent X ray photographs are now
commonly taken to obtain Information about
objects enclosed within eohd bodies they
enable bullets and any solid bodies of metal as
well as bonea etc in the body to be perfectly
located and investigated The discovery has
proved of great advantage in surgical ope~a
tiona X rays are used to determine the struc
tore of matter the atoms in a substance may be
located and their relative positions determined
by photographms reflections of the X rays by
the specimen See Pll(l)
Xylem the woody tissue of higher plants whose
function is to conduct water and mineral salts
upwards and to provide mechanical support
Yacht a light vessel now much used for pleasure
trips and racing The first yachting club was
the Cork Harbour Club started about 1720
and in 1812 the Eoyal Yacht Squadron was
founded at Cowes The Eoyal Thames "iacht
Club dates from 1823 The most famous Inter
national yachting trophy is The America, s Cup
(<11) See also D32
Yak, a curious longhaired ox found in Tibet
used aa a beast of burden and also kept for milk
and meat.
Yard a standard measure of 36 in the word being
derived from the Saxon gyrd or rod. The yard
and pound are now defined by reference to the
metre <md the kilogramme yard = 0 9144 of
a metre pound = 0 453592S7 of a kilogramme
By international agreement the metre is de
fined by reference to the wavelength of Krypton
86 light
Yellowliammer a common British bird of the hunt-
ing family of lemon yellow and brown plumage
Nests on or near the ground
Yeomen of the Gnard are a body of Foot Guards
established in the reign of Henry VJU for the
protection of the Hoyal Person Yeomen are
now about 100 m number and their duties
consist in being present on ceremonial State
occasions the yearly distribution of Maundy
Money and the searching of the vaults of the
Houses of Parliament on Guy Pawkes1 day
Beefeater js the nickname of both Yeomen
of the Guard and Yeomen Warders of the Tower
and they both wear the style of dress of the
Tudor period, but with one distinction, the
Yeomen of the Guard wear a cross belt, the
Warders do not
Yeti. opinions differ as to whether this ie a mythical
inhabitant of the Himalayas a primitive primate
or bear Evidence to date is inconclusive.
Yoga    See J53
York Minster one of the oldest and finest of Eng
lish cathedrals, is 524 ft long its nave is 240 ft
broad, and the central tower is 216 ft high
The present edifice m parts dates back to the
12th cent but a church stood on the site in the
7th cent In 1820 it was set on fire by a lunatic
named Jonathan Martin, and the destruction
that then took place cost £60 000 to restore
Ytterbium, a chemical element discovered by Ur
bain in 1907, one of the group of rare earth
metals
Yttrium, a chemical element discovered by
Mosander in 1842 It is found in a few rare
minerals such as gadolinite. xenotine, fergu-
Semite andeuxenite. One of the group of rare-
earth metals
 provide small amounts of high voltage current
over a very long time At Oxford a couple of
Zamboni piles have kept a bell ringing for over
a hundred vears These piles in the second
world war were perfected and produced m
quantity being the most convenient source of
current for infra red signalling devices
Zebra, an African quadruped of whitish grey
colour with regular black stripings perhaps the
most beautiful member of the Equine finuly
Rather larger than aa ass and smaller than the
horse it hia a tufted tail is of light build wild
and fleet of foot The Zebra ib threatened with
extinction — already the fate of the Quagga
species — because of its slaughter by man for i*-s
beautiful skin,
Zen Buddhism.   See J54
Zenith the highest point in the heavens above
an observers head the opposite pole to the
Nadu-
Zero the cypher signifying nothing The West is
indebted to the Arabs for it who probably got
it from the Hindus and passed it to European
mathematicians towards the end of the Middle
Ages The zero has also been found m Ba.by
Ionian cuneiform. The Greeks had no snch
symbol which hindered the development of their
mathematics The use of zero led to the hi
vention of decimal fractions and to the later de
velopments m astronomy physics and chem
istry For absolute zero on the temperatvure
scale see L2
Zinc a familiar metallic element symbol Zn
known to the ancients and used by them m the
making of brass. It oceura as the sulphide
carbonite etc. The ores of zinc are crushed
roasted and reduced with coaL In combma
tion with copper it constitutes the tarmliflr
alloy called brass and iinc itself is much used
for roofing and other protective purposes.
Zinc ores are mined hi Canada the U.S.A
Mexico Poland Australia, Russia, Italy Spain
and many other parts of the world. ISnc smelt-
ing is carried on in most industrial countries,
including Great Britain
Zionism    See J54.
Zirconium metallic element symbol Zr was dis
covered by Klaprofch in the sand of the nvera
of Ceylon m 1789 The crystalline metal is
white soft and ductile in its amorphous
condition it la a blue black powder Zirconium
is used hi atomic reactors as containers for fuel
elements since it does not absorb neutrons.
Zodiac, an imaginary zone or belt of the aky en
closing the circuit over which the principal
planets travel. It is divided into 12 ecmal
spaces of 30 degrees each comprising respec-
tively the 12 signs of the zodiac — Aries, Taurus,
Gemini Cancer Leo Virgo Libra, Scorpio
Sagittarius Capncornus. Aquarius and Pisces.
The idea of the zodiac originated with the
Babylonians about 2000 bo and passed by
way of the Greeks to the Western world
Zodiacal Light, a fain* cone of light occasionally
seen stretching along the zodiac from the
western horizon after evening twilight or the
eastern horizon before morning twilight. It is
believed to be due to the scattering of the sun a
light by dust particles in orbit round the sun and
extending beyond the earth. Becent observa
tiona at the high altitude station at Chacaltaya
in the Andes suggest that the dust is travelling
round the sun in regular planetary orbits.
Zonda, a warm moist wind m Argentina of great
velocity blowing from the north or northwest
and like the Sirocco in Southern Europe causes
much discomfort It happens when a depression
is moving across the pampas bringing -with it
a mass of air from the humid tropics. It la
followed by a refreshing wind from the south-
east.
Zoological Gardens of London were opened in
1828 and belong to the Zoological Society of
London They contain one of the largest and
most varied collections of living animals in the
world The Society maintains an open air zoo
at Whipanade, on the edge of Dunstable Downs
this was opened in 1981
Zoology the science of animal biology, treating
of the structure,, classification, and distrlbu
tion of the various members of the animal
 
JSamlioni Me, a, dry galvanic battery which can
 Zoroastrianism.   See 354,

